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Abstract
Bayesian reinforcement learning in partially observable
domains is notoriously difficult, in part due to the un-
known form of the beliefs and the optimal value func-
tion. We show that beliefs represented by mixtures
of products of Dirichlet distributions are closed under
belief updates for factored domains. Belief monitor-
ing algorithms that use this mixture representation are
proposed. We also show that the optimal value func-
tion is a linear combination of products of Dirichlets for
factored domains. Finally, we extend BEETLE, which
is a point-based value iteration algorithm for Bayesian
RL in fully observable domains, to partially observable
domains.
1 Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL) is a popular framework to
tackle sequential decision making problems when the
dynamics of the environment are unknown. A wide
range of tasks can be formulated as RL problems in-
cluding game playing (Tesauro 1995), robotic locomo-
tion (Hohl & Stone 2004), helicopter control (Ng et al.
2003), etc.
When the sensors of the decision maker provide only
partial and/or noisy information about the state of the
environment, RL becomes notoriously difficult. As a
result, many approaches to partially observable rein-
forcement learning (PORL) do not attempt to estimate
the state of the environment and generally avoid to ex-
plicitly model the environment (e.g., policy gradient al-
gorithms (Meuleau et al. 1999; Ng, Parr, & Koller 2000;
Aberdeen & Baxter 2002)). While such model-free ap-
proaches are relatively simple, they cannot take advan-
tage of prior knowledge about the environment to re-
duce the amount of training. In contrast, approaches
that explicitly model the environment can facilitate the
encoding of prior knowledge about the model, but at the
cost of a significant increase in computational complex-
ity. In fact, to simplify things, many model-based ap-
proaches decouple model learning from policy optimiza-
tion by first learning a model in controlled experiments
(e.g., using EM) and then using planning techniques
(e.g., POMDP algorithms) to optimize the course of
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action. An exception is the recent work by Jaulmes,
Pineau et al. (2005) on active learning in POMDPs.
Building on our previous work in Bayesian RL for
fully observable domains (2006), we develop a Bayesian
model-based approach for PORL in discrete factored
domains. We show that Bayesian model learning yields
a mixture of products of Dirichlets over the model pa-
rameters. We also show that the optimal value func-
tion in partially observable domains has an analytic
form parameterized by a set of linear combinations
of products of Dirichlets. We then adapt our BEE-
TLE algorithm (Poupart et al. 2006) to PORL. Fi-
nally, we demonstrate that our Bayesian PORL ap-
proach implicitely performs active learning in a way
that is more general than the technique by Jaulmes,
Pineau et al. (2005) since it isn’t restricted to oracles
that reveal the underlying state.
2 Partially observable Markov decision
processes (POMDPs)
We begin by establishing the notation used throughout
the paper. Upper case letters (i.e., X) denote variables,
lower case letters (i.e., x) denote values and bold letters
(i.e., X) denote sets.
Reinforcement learning (RL) is the process by which
an agent optimizes its course of action given some feed-
back from the environment. In partially observable do-
mains, RL can be formalized by a partially observable
Markov decision process (POMDP) that we define by a
dynamic decision network (DDN) G = 〈X,X′, E〉 over
two time slices (see Figure 1). Let X and X′ be the sets
of nodes (i.e., variables) in two consecutive time slices
and E be the set of edges indicating the parents of each
variable in X′. The parents of each node are always in
the same or previous slice to satisfy the Markov prop-
erty. Let S ⊆ X be the subset of nodes that are random
state variables encoding features of the environment.
Let O ⊆ S be the subset of observable variables corre-
sponding to sensor measurements. In fully observable
domains S = O, but in partially observable domains
O ⊆ S. Let R ⊆ S be the subset of reward variables in-
dicating the quantities that must be maximized. While
the reward variables are utility nodes, we treat them
as random variables and view them as a subset of the
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Figure 1: Dynamic decision network; set of all vari-
ables: X = {A,B,C,D,R}; set of state variables:
S = {B,C,D,R}; observable variables are shaded:
O = {D}; action variables are denoted by squares:
A = {A}; reward variables: R = {R}.
state variables. As we will see shortly, this will be con-
venient when learning the reward function. Note also
that R is not necessarily a subset of O since rewards
are not generally quantities directly measurable by the
sensors. Let A ⊆ X be the subset of action variables
which are decision nodes. The conditional probability
distributions (CPDs) Pr(S′|PAS′) of each state vari-
able S′ ∈ S′ encode the dynamics of the model. Here
PAX denotes the set of parent variables of X and paX
denotes a joint assignment of values to the set of par-
ent variables of X . Since the observation and reward
variables are subsets of the state variables, the CPDs
of the state variables jointly encode the transition, ob-
servation and reward models. The action variables do
not have CPDs since they are decision variables set by
the agent. As we will see shortly, encoding POMDPs as
DDNs offers three advantages: (i) learning the transi-
tion, observation and reward models can be done with a
single approach that learns CPDs in general, (ii) prior
knowledge can be encoded in the graphical structure
to reduce the number of CPD parameters that must
be learned and (iii) DDNs are closed under Bayesian
learning of the CPD parameters.
The problem of POMDP planning consists of find-
ing a good policy by controlling the action variables
assuming that X, S, R, O, A are known, the domain
of each variable is known, the edges E are known and
the CPDs are known. A policy consists of a mapping
from histories of observable quantities to actions. Since
observations and actions are the only observable quan-
tities, histories consist of sequences of past actions and
observations. However, histories grow over time, so in
practice it is common to consider policies that are map-
pings from belief distributions to actions. A belief distri-
bution b(S) = Pr(S) is a fixed-length sufficient statistic
of histories that correspond to the probability distribu-
tion over the state variables at the current time step.
Given a belief b(S), we can compute an updated belief
ba,o′(S
′) after executing a and observing o′ using Bayes’
theorem:
ba,o′(s
′) = kδ([s′]O′ = o
′)
∑
s
b(s) Pr(s′|s,a) (1)
Here k is a normalization constant, [s′]O′ is the subset
of state values corresponding to the observable variables
O′ and δ(p) is a kronecker delta that returns 1 when p
is true and 0 otherwise.
The goal is to find a policy pi : B → dom(A) that
maximizes the expected total return. More precisely,
the value V pi of a policy pi starting with belief b is mea-
sured by the sum of future discounted rewards:
V pi(b) =
∑
t
γtEpi[Ebt [R]] (2)
Here, γ is a discount factor in [0, 1), Ebt [R] =∑
R∈R
∑
r∈dom(R) bt(r)r is the immediate expected re-
ward according to belief bt, and Epi[·] =
∑
bt
Pr(bt|pi)·
is the expected value earned at time step t under policy
pi. A policy pi∗ is optimal when its value function V ∗ is
at least as high as any other policy for all beliefs (i.e.,
V ∗(b) ≥ V pi(b) ∀pi, b). The optimal value function also
satisfies Bellman’s equation:
V ∗(b) = max
a
Eb[R] + γ
∑
o′
Pr(o′|b, a)V (ba,o′) (3)
where Pr(o′|b, a) =
∑
s b(s) Pr(o
′|s,a). Value iteration
algorithms optimize the value function by iteratively
computing the right hand side of Bellman’s equation.
Alternatively, policy search algorithms directly opti-
mize a policy.
3 Partially observable reinforcement
learning (PORL)
In many real-world problems, the dynamics of the envi-
ronment encoded by the CPDs may not be known. We
consider the more general problem of PORL in which
we seek to optimize a policy given that X, S, R, O,
A are known, their domain is known and finite, the
edges E are known, but the CPDs are (partially or
completely) unknown.1 We develop a Bayesian model-
based approach to PORL. Section 3.1 describes how to
learn the model in a Bayesian way, while Section 3.2
characterizes the optimal value function.
3.1 Bayesian model learning
As the agent interacts with the environment, it gathers
observations that can be used to construct a model. In
Bayesian learning, this process is achieved by model-
ing each unknown CPD parameter by a random vari-
able. We start with a prior belief over the model vari-
ables, which is subsequently updated after each action-
observation pair. More precisely, for each unknown con-
ditional probability Pr(s′|paS′), we create a new model
1The more general problem of structure learning when
the edges E and the state variables S are unknown is subject
to future work.
variable Θs′|paS′ that can take any value θs′|paS′ =
Pr(s′|paS′). Here Θ is a random variable and θ ∈
dom(Θ) = [0, 1] is any probability value. We also de-
note byΘS′|paS′ the set of all Θs′|paS′ random variables
for each s′ ∈ dom(S′). Similarly ΘS′|PAS′ is the set of
all Θs′|paS′ for each (s
′,paS′) ∈ dom(S
′)× dom(PAS′)
and Θ is the set of all ΘS′|PAS′ for each S
′ ∈ S′.
We can then augment the DDN representation of a
POMDP with model variables in such a way that each
conditional distribution is now conditioned on Θ (i.e.,
Pr(S′|PAS′ ,Θ) = ΘS′|PAS′ ). Augmenting the DDN
in Figure 1 with Θ yields the DDN in Figure 2. As-
suming that the unknown model is static, the model
variables do not change over time (i.e., Pr(Θ′|Θ) = 1
when Θ = Θ′ and 0 otherwise).2 It is interesting to
note that the CPDs of the augmented DDN in Figure 2
do not have unknown parameters, which allows us to
compute the joint belief over S and Θ by inference at
each time step. In fact, model learning can be viewed
as belief updating based on each action-observation pair
at each time step. Similar to Equation 1, we can update
joint beliefs as follows:
ba,o′(s
′, θ) = kδ([s′]O′ = o
′)
∑
s
b(s, θ) Pr(s′|s,a, θ)
(4)
Despite the fact that Θ is a set of continuous model
variables, belief updates can be done in closed form
when starting with a mixture of Dirichlet distributions
as the prior (Heckerman 1999). Dirichlet distributions
are a class of density functions over the space of dis-
crete probability distributions of the form D(Θ;n) =
kΠiΘ
ni−1
i . They are parameterized by a set n of non-
negative hyperparameters n such that each ni can be
interpreted as having observed the Θi-probability event
ni−1 times. Dirichlets distributions have the nice prop-
erty that they are conjugate priors of multinomial dis-
tributions, which means that updating a Dirichlet prior
according to a multinomial sample yields a Dirichlet
posterior. In our case, observations are samples of mix-
tures of products of multinomial so mixtures of prod-
ucts of Dirichlets are conjugate priors.
Theorem 1 Mixtures of products of Dirichlets are
closed under belief updates.
Proof: Let the prior belief be a mixture of products of
Dirichlets b(s, θ) =
∑
i ci,s
∏
S′,paS′
Di,s(θS′|paS′ ) with
coefficients ci,s, then the posterior belief is again a mix-
2Learning dynamic models is left as future work.
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Figure 2: Dynamic decision network augmented with
model variables Θ.
ture of products of Dirichlets:
ba,o′(s
′, θ) = kδ([s′]O′ = o
′)
∑
s
Pr(s′|s,a, θ)b(s, θ)
= kδ([s′]O′ = o
′)
∑
s
[
∏
S′
θ[s′|s,a]S′|PA
S′
]
∑
i
ci,s
∏
S′,paS′
Di,s(θS′|paS′ ;nS′|paS′ )
= kδ([s′]O′ = o
′)
∑
i,s
ci,s
∏
S′,paS′
Di,s(θS′|paS′ ;nS′|paS′ + δ(S
′|paS′ = [s
′|s,a]S′|PAS′ ))
If we use a new index j for each (i, s)-pair, we can
define cj,s′ = kδ([s
′]O′ = o
′)ci,s and Dj,s′(θS′|paS′ ) =
Di,s(θS′|paS′ ;nS′|paS′ + δ(S
′|paS′ = [s
′|s,a]S′|PAS′ )),
making it clear that the posterior is also a mixture of
products of Dirichlets:
ba,o′(s
′, θ) =
∑
j
cj,s′
∏
S′,paS′
Dj,s′(θS′|paS′ ) (5)
◭
Note however that the number of components in the
Dirichlet mixtures grows by a factor equal to the size
of the state space at each time step (i.e., exponential
growth with time). Hence, we consider several approxi-
mation in Section 4.2 to keep the number of components
bounded.
Bayesian learning of CPDs is closed under DDNs
since inference over Θ essentially learns the CPD pa-
rameters of the DDN in Figure 1. Since the CPD pa-
rameters encode transition, observation and reward dis-
tributions, the entire model is learnt simultaneously by
repeatedly computing the posterior after each action-
observation pair.
3.2 Value Function Parameterization
We now explain how optimal policies and value func-
tions can be derived. Recall that Bayesian PORL can
be modeled as a dynamic decision network (DDN) with
hidden model variables Θ. Conditioning each state vari-
able on the model variables has the effect of completely
determining the conditional probability distribution of
each variable in the network (i.e., Pr(S|PAS ,Θ) =
ΘS|PAS ). This important fact means that a POMDP
with unknown dynamics can always be transformed
in a larger POMDP with known dynamics where the
unknown parameters of the original POMDP simply
become hidden variables of the larger POMDP. This
equivalence is quite significant since it implies that ex-
isting POMDP planning techniques can be used to op-
timize the policy of Bayesian PORL problems. How-
ever, the added model variables are continuous, which
means that the augmented POMDP is hybrid (dis-
crete state variables with continuous model variables).
Since most POMDP planning techniques cater to dis-
crete POMDPs, Jaulmes, Pineau et al. (2005) consid-
ered discretizing the model variables. However, the
resulting number of discrete models grows exponen-
tially with the number of model variables. Alterna-
tively, various sampling approaches have been proposed
to optimize the policy of general continuous POMDPs
by forward search (Ng & Jordan 2000; Kearns, Man-
sour, & Ng 2002). In particular, several sampling ap-
proaches have been tailored to Bayesian reinforcement
problems in fully observable domains (Dearden, Fried-
man, & Andre 1999; Strens 2000; Wang et al. 2005;
Castro & Precup 2007). However, these approaches
have yet to be generalized to partially observable do-
mains and since the sample complexity grows exponen-
tially with the search horizon, they can only perform a
myopic search in practice.
In another line of research, Porta, Vlassis et al. (2006)
adapted point-based value iteration techniques to gen-
eral continuous POMDPs. Furthermore, the authors
devised a point-based algorithm called BEETLE for
Bayesian reinforcement learning in fully observable do-
mains (Poupart et al. 2006). The BEETLE algorithm
takes advantage of the fact that the optimal value func-
tion has a simple parameterization corresponding to the
upper surface of a set of α-functions each correspond-
ing to a multivariate polynomial. In the rest of this
section, we show that the value function for partially
observable domains is also parameterized by a set of
multivariate polynomials and furthermore, that these
polynomials are linear combinations of Dirichlets. In
the next section, we extend the BEETLE algorithm to
partially observable domains.
Recall that the optimal value function V ∗ of a
POMDP satisfies Bellman’s equation (Eq. 3) and is a
function of b. In the case of Bayesian PORL, beliefs
are mixtures of Dirichlets, hence it is natural to think
of V as a function of the mixture coefficients and the
hyperparameters of the Dirichlets. Unfortunately, this
parameterization generally leads to a non-convex non-
linear value function, which is difficult to work with.
Alternatively, we can also think of V as a function of
the probability of every state-model pair. While this
may not seem like a good idea since there are infinitely
many possible state-model pairs, the value function be-
comes piecewise linear and convex.
Smallwood and Sondik (1973) first showed the piece-
wise linear and convex properties of the optimal value
function for discrete POMDPs. More precisely, the op-
timal value function can always be represented by the
upper surface of a (possibly infinite) set Γ of linear seg-
ments called α-vectors (i.e., V ∗(b) = maxα(b)). The
linear property stems from the fact that each α is a lin-
ear combination of the probability values assigned by b
to each state (i.e., α(b) =
∑
s csb(s)). For discrete state
spaces, there are finitely many states, which allows α
to be represented as a vector of coefficients cs for each
state s (i.e., α(s) = cs), hence the name α-vector.
The piecewise linear and convex properties of optimal
value functions was also shown for Bayesian reinforce-
ment learning in fully observable domains (Duff 2002)
and general continuous POMDPs (Porta et al. 2006).
Similar to the discrete case, the optimal value function
is the upper envelope of a (possibly infinite) set Γ of lin-
ear functionals called α-functions. The linear property
stems from the fact that α is an infinitesimal linear com-
bination of the density values assigned by b to each s
(i.e., α(b) =
∫
s
csb(s)ds). Hence α can be represented as
a function that returns the coefficient cs for each state
s of the continuous state space. The authors further
showed that α-functions are multivariate polynomials
in Θ for Bayesian reinforcement learning problems in
fully observable domains (Poupart et al. 2006). Before
showing that this is also the case in partially observable
domains, let’s review the construction of α-functions.
Suppose that the optimal value function V k(b) for k
steps-to-go is composed of a set Γk of α-functions such
that V k(b) = maxα∈Γk α(b). Using Bellman’s equation,
we can compute the set Γk+1 representing the optimal
value function V k+1 with k + 1 stages-to-go. First, we
rewrite Bellman’s equation (Eq. 3) by substituting V k
for the maximum over the α-functions in Γk:
V k+1(b) = max
a
Eb[R] + γ
∑
o′
Pr(o′|b, a) max
α∈Γk
α(ba,o′)
Then we decompose Bellman’s equation in 3 steps. The
first step (Eq. 6) finds the maximal α-function for each
a and o′. The second step (Eq. 7) finds the best action.
The third step (Eq. 8) performs the actual Bellman
backup using the maximal action and α-functions.
αb,a,o′ = argmax
α∈Γk
α(ba,o′) (6)
ab = argmax
a
∑
o′
Pr(o′|b, a)αb,a,o′(ba,o′) (7)
V k+1(b) = Eb[R] + γ
∑
o′
Pr(o′|b, ab)αb,ab,o′(bab,o′)
(8)
We can further rewrite the third step (Eq. 8) by us-
ing α-functions in terms of s and θ (instead of b) and
expanding belief bab,o′ :
V k+1(b) = Eb[R] + γ
∑
o′
Pr(o′|b, ab)
∑
s′
∫
θ
bab,o′(s
′, θ)αb,ab,o′(s
′, θ)dθ
=
∑
s
∫
θ
b(s, θ)
[∑
R
[s]R
+ γ
∑
s′
Pr(s′|s, θ, ab)αb,ab,[s′]O′ (s
′, θ)
]
dθ
Since the expression in the square brackets is a function
of s and θ, let’s use it as the definition of an α-function
in Γk+1:
αb(s, θ) =
∑
R
[s]R + γ
∑
s′
Pr(s′|s, θ, ab)αb,ab,[s′]O′ (s
′, θ)
(9)
Hence for every b we can define such an α-function and
together they form the set Γk+1. Since each αb was
defined by using the optimal action and α-functions in
Γk, then each αb is necessarily optimal at b and we can
introduce a max over all α-functions without changing
anything:
V k+1(b) =
∑
s
∫
θ
b(s, θ)αb(s, θ)dθ (10)
= αb(b) (11)
= max
α∈Γk+1
α(b) (12)
We are now ready to demonstrate that α functions
are linear combinations of products of Dirichlets, which
are a special class of multivariate polynomials.
Theorem 2 α-functions are multivariate polynomials
corresponding to linear combinations of products of
Dirichlets in partially observable Bayesian RL.
Proof: We give a proof by induction. Initially, Γ0 con-
sists of a single α-function that assigns 0 to all beliefs.
This α-function is a trivial linear combination of Dirich-
lets. Assuming that α-functions in Γk are linear com-
binations of products of Dirichlets, we show that αb in
Eq. 9 is also a linear combination of products of Dirich-
lets.
Dropping the subscript b in Eq. 9 for simplicity, we
can factor Pr(s′|s, θ, a) into a product of conditional
distributions, each corresponding to a model parameter
(i.e., Pr(s′|s, θ, a) =
∏
S′ θ[s′|s,a]S′|PA
S′
). Furthermore,
let αb,a,[s′]O′ (s
′, θ) =
∑
i ci,s′
∏
S′,paS′
Di,s′(θS′|paS′ ) be
a linear combination of products of Dirichlets, then
Eq. 9 reads:
α(s, θ) =
∑
R
[s]R + γ
∑
s′
[
∏
S′
θ[s′|s,a]S′|PA
S′
]
∑
i
ci,s′
∏
S′,paS′
Di,s′(θS′|paS′ )
Since the rewards [s]R are constant, they can be rewrit-
ten as scaled uniform Dirichlets. The uniform Dirichlet
D(θ; e) is a constant function in θ with all hyperparam-
eters set to 1 (denoted by e). Hence, we can replace
[s]R by cRD(θ; e) where cR is a scaling factor. Fur-
thermore, each θ[s′|s,a]S′|PA
S′
can be absorbed by some
Dirichlet by incrementing one of its hyperparameters
(i.e., θ[s′|s,a]S′|PA
S′
D(θS′|paS′ ) = D(θS′|paS′ ;nS′|paS′ +
δ(S′|paS′ = [s
′|s,a]S′|PAS′ ))). Performing the substi-
tutions clearly shows that α is a linear combination of
products of Dirichlets:
α(s, θ) =
∑
R
cRD(θ; e) + γ
∑
s′,i
c′i,s′ (13)
∏
S′,paS′
D(θS′|paS′ ;nS′|paS′ + δ(S
′|paS′ = [s
′|s,a]S′|PAS′ ))
(14)
◭
Note however that the number of products of Dirich-
lets in the linear combination increases by a factor
equal to the size of the state space with each Bellman
backup. Hence the size of the linear combinations of the
α-functions increases exponentially with the planning
horizon. We explain several approaches to circumvent
this exponential blow up in Section 4.1.
4 Partially Observable BEETLE
The following sections explain how to extend the BEE-
TLE algorithm to partially observable domains and how
to execute the resulting policy.
4.1 Policy Optimization
BEETLE is a point-based value iteration algorithm
adapted to Bayesian reinforcement learning in fully ob-
servable domains. It finds an approximately optimal
value function represented by a set of α-functions, each
represented by a linear combination of Dirichlets. Since
the optimal value function in partially observable do-
mains has the same form, we propose a straightforward
extend BEETLE, called PO-BEETLE, for partially ob-
servable domains. The pseudocode of PO-BEETLE is
given in Algorithm 1. It performs point-based Bellman
backups by constructing the best αb at each belief b ∈ B
by following Equations 6, 7 and 9. The construction of
the belief set B and the termination condition are left
unspecified to let practictioners make their own choice
given the numerous schemes in the point-based value it-
eration literature. Since the size of each α-function (i.e.,
number of Dirichlet components in the linear combina-
tion) may grow by a factor as large as the size of the
state space, a different representation must be used or
the number of components must be reduced to prevent
an exponential blow up.
Although the number of components in α-functions
grows exponentially with the number of Bellman back-
ups, α-functions admit a functional composition that
Algorithm 1 PO-BEETLE
Let B be a set of reachable beliefs
Γ0 ← {0} and i← 0
repeat
i← i+ 1
Γi ← ∅
for all b ∈ B do
1. Find best α in Γi−1 for each a,o (Eq. 6)
2. Find best action ab according to Eq. 7
3. Compute αb according to Eq. 9
4. Optional: αb ← reduce(αb)
5. Γi ← Γi ∪ {(αb,ab)}
end for
until some termination condition
has a linear representation with respect to the num-
ber of Bellman backups. Since α-functions are com-
puted recursively with Eq. 9, we can simply store how
to obtain αb from each αb,ab,o′ at the previous iteration.
In other words, αb is obtained by applying some func-
tional composition of the α-functions at the previous
iteration. So, we just need to store the functional com-
position. Do do this, consider the policy graph induced
by the construction of the α-functions at each Bellman
backup. More precisely, think of each α-function as
a node with its associated action, which is the action
found in Step 2 of Algorithm 1. Draw an edge for each
observation to the node of the best α-function found at
Step 1 of Algorithm 1. Hence, at the node of α, we can
store the reward term Eb[R] used to compute α and for
each edge from α to αa,o we can store the probability
terms θ[s′|s,a]S′|PA
S′
that multiply αa,o. Given such a
policy graph, we have all the information necessary to
reconstruct the linear combination corresponding to the
α-function of a node.
Hence, instead of storing exponentially large linear
combinations for each α-function, we can simply store
a policy graph that is linear in the planning horizon.
However, this representation may not be as convenient
for operations on α-functions. However, there is only
one operation performed on α-functions: the evaluation
of a belief (i.e., α(b)). In the case of degenerate beliefs
with probability 1 for some (s, θ)-pair, the evaluation
can be done efficiently in linear time with respect to
the size of the policy graph. The idea is to perform dy-
namic programming by computing the value of each α-
function at the given θ for each possible state, starting
from the end of the policy graph. In contrast, the eval-
uation of proper beliefs is not as simple since it is done
by integrating over θ: α(b) =
∑
s
∫
θ
α(s, θ)dθ. However
we can always approximate the integral by sampling a
set of (s, θ)-pairs and efficiently computing α(s, θ) with
the above dynamic programming scheme.
Alternatively, we can reduce the number of Dirich-
let components in a linear combination with a direct
approximation. One possibility is the projection tech-
nique that we proposed in (Poupart et al. 2006), which
is repeated in Algorithm 2 for convenience. The idea is
to find the best linear combination of a fixed set of ba-
sis functions φi(θ) that approximates the original linear
combination by minimizing some Ln norm:
min
{ci}
∫
θ
|α(θ)−
∑
i
ciφi(θ)|
ndθ
If we use the Euclidean norm, the coefficients ci can
be found analytically by solving a linear system as de-
scribed in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Reduce(least-square-projection)
1. Let µ(θ) be a linear combination of Dirichlets
2. Let φi(θ) be basis functions (1 ≤ i ≤ k)
3. Compute Ai,j =
∫
θ
φi(θ)φj(θ)dθ for all i, j
4. Compute di =
∫
θ
φi(θ)µ(θ)dθ for all i
5. Solve Ac = d
6. Return µ˜(θ) =
∑
i ciφi(θ)
Another possibility is to retain only the most impor-
tant Dirichlet components as measured by the absolute
value of their coefficients. This is analog to performing
a beam search. Algorithm 3 describes the approach.
Algorithm 3 Reduce(deterministic-beam)
1. Let µ(θ) =
∑
i ciDi(θ) be a linear combination of
Dirichlets
2. Let ci1 to cik be the k largest coefficients in abso-
lute value
3. Return µ˜(θ) =
∑k
j=1 cijDij (θ)
4.2 Policy Execution
Once a policy is optimized oﬄine by computing a set
Γ of (α, a)-pairs with PO-BEETLE, its execution con-
sists of repeatedly updating the belief and executing
the action associated with the best α-function in Γ.
Algorithm 4 describes the pseudocode of policy execu-
tion. Note that since the policy has already been op-
timized by PO-BEETLE, action selection is relatively
light-weight. Nevertheless, updating the belief can be-
come intractable since beliefs are mixtures of Dirich-
lets that grow exponentially with time. Similar to α-
functions, one must consider a different representation
or some approximation to avoid the exponential blow
up.
We can represent beliefs with a functional composi-
tion that grows linearly with time similar to the one for
α-functions. However, unlike value iteration which usu-
ally includes less than 100 steps, belief monitoring may
be performed for millions of steps in some applications.
Hence beliefs that grow linearly with time are imprac-
tical. As for the projection technique of Algorithm 2,
it doesn’t guarantee that the resulting approximate be-
liefs are positive in every (s, θ)-pair.
Algorithm 4 Policy execution
Let b be the initial belief
Let Γ be a set of (α,a)-pairs
loop
1. Find best α in Γ for b
2. Execute action a associated with best α
3. Receive observation o′
4. Update belief: compute ba,o′ (Eq. 4)
5. Optional: b← reduce(b)
end loop
The beam search technique of Algorithm 3 can be
applied to belief updating. In fact, it is expected to
perform quite well since there is only one underlying
model, which can be represented by a single Dirichlet
with infinitely large hyperparameters. As learning pro-
gresses, the belief will converge to the underlying model.
Hence, with time, a decreasing number of Dirichlets
components are expected to dominate. So dropping
the least significant Dirichlet components should not
hurt in the long run. However, if the Dirichlets compo-
nents near the underlying model have small coefficients
initially, they will systematically get pruned and the
learning process may slow down or get stuck. To ensure
asymptotic convergence, we propose a stochastic beam
search which samples Dirichlets components according
to their mixture coefficients. Algorithm 5 describes the
approach.
Algorithm 5 Reduce(stochastic-beam)
1. Let µ(θ) =
∑
i ciDi(θ) be a mixture of Dirichlets
2. Sample k Dirichlets Dj from the mixture
3. Return µ˜(θ) =
∑k
j=1Dj(θ)
Stochastic beam search is reminiscent of particle fil-
tering. Hence we also consider particle filtering. The
idea is to think of each Dirichlet component as a par-
ticle with a corresponding mixture probability. So, in-
stead of generating all the Dirichlet components of a
belief and pruning them by sampling with a stochastic
beam, we directly sample the components to be gen-
erated. Hence particle filtering is faster than stochas-
tic beam, yet equivalent. Algorithm 6 describes the
pseudocode of particle filtering with Dirichlets parti-
cles. Note that particle filtering with (s, θ)-particles is
not possible since there are no transition dynamics for
θ.
5 Active Learning and the
Exploration/Exploitation Tradeoff
Active learning occurs when the learner can influence
the selection of the data from which it learns. In re-
inforcement learning, it is natural for the learner to
be active since the action selected influences the states
that will be reached in the future and therefore, the in-
formation that will be gained. An important problem
Algorithm 6 Particle filtering
Let b(s, θ) =
∑
i ci,sDi,s(θ) be the current belief
Let a be the action selected
Let o the observation received
j ← 0
while j < k do
1. Sample (i, s)-pair according to mixture coeffi-
cients ci,s
2. Sample θ from Di,s(θ)
3. Sample s′ from Pr(s′|s, θ, a)
if s′ is consistent with o′ then
4. j ← j + 1
5. Dj,s′(θ)← Di,s(θ;n+ 1s,a,s′)
end if
end while
Return b˜a,o′(s
′, θ) = 1/k
∑k
j=1Dj,s′(θ)
of active learning is how to select actions effectively
to maximize some objective, which is the sum of ex-
pected total rewards in reinforcement learning. This
leads to the exploration/exploitation tradeoff where by
the learner is tempted to select actions that exploit its
knowledge to maximize immediate return and to select
actions that explore to gain additional information to
maximize future returns.
The POMDP formulation of Bayesian reinforcement
learning provides a natural framework to reason about
the exploration/exploitation tradeoff. Since beliefs en-
code all the information gained by the learner and an
optimal POMDP policy is a mapping from beliefs to
actions that maximizes expected total rewards (which
include the immediate rewards seeked by exploitation
and the future rewards seeked by exploration), it follows
that an optimal POMDP policy naturally optimizes the
exploration/exploitation tradeoff.
Jaulmes, Pineau et al. (2005) recently considered ac-
tive learning in partially observable domains, but infor-
mation gathering actions were restricted to oracles that
reveal exactly the underlying state. This restriction was
due to the use of a model learning approach that re-
quires full observability of the state space. In contrast,
we describe a general and principled approach to opti-
mize active learning that does not restrict in any way
the type of actions. As demonstrated in Theorem 1,
belief updates with partially observable actions simply
lead to mixtures of products of Dirichlets.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
In summary, this paper showed that beliefs and value
functions can be analytically represented by a mixtures
of Dirichlets and linear combinations of Dirichlets re-
spectively. This represents an important contribution
to the theory of Bayesian reinforcement learning in par-
tially observable domains. General and principled tech-
niques were proposed to update beliefs and optimize
policies by exploiting their respective analytical form.
We are currently implementing and testing the pro-
posed algorithms and hope to report empirical results
in the near future. This work could be further extended
by considering the problem of structure learning (i.e.,
learning the graphical structure of the dynamic decision
network), considering continuous states, actions and ob-
servations and considering non-stationary models.
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